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Limits on cosmological variation of strong interaction and quark masses from big bang
nucleosynthesis, cosmic, laboratory and Oklo data
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Recent data on the cosmological variation of the electromagnetic fine structure constant from distant quasar
~QSO! absorption spectra have inspired a more general discussion of the possible variation of other constants.
We discuss the variation of strong scale and quark masses. We derive limits on their relative change from~i!
primordial big bang nucleosynthesis,~ii ! the Oklo natural nuclear reactor,~iii ! quasar absorption spectra, and
~iv! laboratory measurements of hyperfine intervals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time variation of the major constants of physics is an
and fascinating topic; its discussion by many gre
physicists—Dirac as the most famous example—has
faced many times in the past. Recent attention to this is
was caused by astronomical data which seem to sugge
variation of the electromagnetica at the 1025 level for the
time scale 10 bn years; see@1# ~a discussion of other limits
can be found in Ref.@2# and below!. The issue discussed i
this work is related to it, although indirectly. Instead of loo
ing into atomic spectra and testing the stability of the elec
charge, we will discuss possible variations ofnuclearprop-
erties induced by a change in strong and weak scales.
will not go into a theoretical discussion of why such chang
may occur and how they can be related to modification of
electromagnetica. Our aim is to identify the most stringen
phenomenological limitations on such a change, at~i! a time
of the order of few minutes, when the big bang nucleos
thesis~BBN! took place, as well as~ii ! at the time of the
Oklo natural nuclear reactor~1.8 bn years ago!, ~iii ! when
quasar radiation has been absorbed in the most distan
clouds~3–10 bn years ago!, and~iv! at the present time.

Mentioning the relevant literature we start with the BB
limits on the electromagnetica, obtained in@3#. The main
results come from variation of late-time nuclear reactio
Because of the low temperatures and velocities involved
this stage, those reactions have quite a significant supp
sion due to Coulomb barriers, in spite of the fact that o
Z51 –3 is involved. These limits are in the following rang

udauBBN/a,0.02. ~1!

In general, all models for time variations o
electromagnetic-weak-strong interactions can be divided
two distinct classes, depending on whether it originates in~i!
infrared or ~ii ! ultraviolet. The former approach ascrib
variations to some hypothetical interaction of the cor
sponding gauge bosons with some matter in the unive
such as vacuum expectation values~VEVs! or ‘‘conden-
sates’’ of some scalar fields. Those typically have zero m
0556-2821/2002/65~10!/103503~11!/$20.00 65 1035
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mentum but can have cosmological time dependence.
will not discuss it: for recent examples and references
@4#.

We would, however, mention a few details from two r
cent examples of the latter approach by Calmet and Fritz
@5# and Langacker, Segre, and Strassler@6#. Their main as-
sumption is that grand unification@7# of electromagnetic,
weak, and strong forces holdsat any time. Therefore, a rela-
tion between all three coupling constants exists: the tr
modified two parameters are in this approach theunification
scale1 LGUT and the value of the unified couplingaGUT at
this scale. Their time variation is assumed to propagate do
the scales by the usual~unmodified! renormalization group.

If this assumption is correct, any variation of the electr
magnetica should be accompanied by a variation of stro
and weak couplings as well. Specific predictions need
model; we will mention the one discussed in@6#. In it, the
QCD scaleLQCD ~determined as usual by a continuation
the running coupling constant into its—unphysical—Land
pole! is modified as follows:

dLQCD

LQCD
'34

da

a
. ~2!

Another focus of our work is possible limits on cosm
logical modifications ofquark masses. According to the stan-
dard model, they are related to the electroweak symm
breaking scale, as well as to some Yukawa couplingshi . In
@6# running of those has been considered, with a~model-
dependent! conclusion that the quark mass indeed may ha
a different~and stronger! change:

1One might think that if the grand unified theory~GUT! scale is
used to set units, its variation would be impossible to detect with
explicit measurements related to gravity. But it is not so, since
cosmological expansion itself~which is quite important for BBN!
contains Newton’s constant~or the Plank mass! in the Hubble con-
stant.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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dmq

mq
'70

da

a
. ~3!

Large coefficients in these expressions are generic for G
and other approaches, in which modifications come fr
high scales: they appear because weak and strong coup
run more.

If the coefficients of such a magnitude are indeed there
the BBN time of a few minutes the QCD scale and qua
masses would be modified quite a bit, if the upper limit~1!
were used on the right-hand side~RHS!.

The type of questions we are trying to answer in this wo
are the following: Do we know whether it might or might n
actually happened? Which simultaneous change of str
and weak interaction scales is or is not observable? W
observables are the most useful ones for that purpose? W
are the actual limits on their variation which can be det
mined from BBN and other cosmological and laborato
data?

Let us repeat that although we use the above-mentio
papers as a motivation, we do not rely on any particu
model. Nevertheless, we will at the end of the paper retur
these predictions in order to see whether our limits on ti
variation imply stronger or weaker effects than the elect
magnetic ones.

II. ROLE OF HEAVY AND STRANGE QUARK MASSES
IN HADRONIC AND NUCLEAR OBSERVABLES

Both papers just mentioned@5,6# argue for what we would
call the zeroth approximation to QCD modification. It as
sumes that the QCD scaleLQCD is so dominant in all had-
ronic and nuclear phenomena that all dimensio
parameters—hadronic masses, magnetic moments, ene
of nuclear levels, etc.—are to a good approximation sim
proportional to its respective powers.

If so, any time variation of the overall strong interactio
scale wouldnot change dimensionless quantities~such as
mass ratios org factors! which we can observe. The absolu
scale of hadronic and nuclear spectroscopy may change
even if we were able to observe it from cosmological d
tances, such a modification would easily be confused w
the overall redshift.

Fortunately, this pessimistic situation2 is in fact rather far
from reality. Quark masses do play significant role in ha
ronic and nuclear physics, and if they have time modificat
different from that ofLQCD , those can be detected.

Logistically it is convenient to start with masses
heavy—c,b,t— quarks. They do play a role in the runnin
of the strong charge, from high scales down, changing
beta function each time a corresponding mass scale is pa
However, as is well known, those effects can be readily
sorbed in a redefinition ofLQCD .

If strong coupling is the same at some high normalizat

2Motivated historically by the large number of colors limit o
quenched lattice QCD. Both may be reasonable starting approx
tions, which are not expected to be really accurate.
10350
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point M, betweenmb and mt , the corresponding relation
betweenLQCD with all experimental quarks andwithout
heavyc,b,t quarks is as follows:

Lwithout c,b,t5LQCDS M2

mcmb
D 2/27

. ~4!

Note that rather small powers of the masses are involve
this relation. In effect, we indeed may pretend thatc,b,t
quarks do not exist at all, as far as basic hadronic or nuc
physics is concerned.

The situation is completely different with the next qua
flavor we have to discuss, thestrange quark. It is still true
that if one fixes the strong couplingas(k) at some suffi-
ciently high scale3 and then considers the role of nonzeroms
in the perturbative beta function, the effect is negligib
~since its scale is too low for QCD to be passed by!.

But hadronic and nuclear masses and properties are
determined by perturbative diagrams, leading to a beta fu
tion: they are of course determined by a much more com
catednonperturbativedynamics. Although it is far from be-
ing completely understood, it is clear that it does inde
depend strongly on quark masses. In particular, the ‘‘stra
part’’ of the vacuum energy density can be estimated,
cause the derivative of the vacuum energy,

]evac

]ms
5^0us̄su0&'21.4 fm23, ~5!

is known.4 Thus the linear term in the strange part of t
vacuum energy

es5ms^ s̄s&'20.2 GeV/fm3, ~6!

is not negligible compared to gluonic vacuum energy@8#

eg52
~11/3!Nc2~2/3!Nf

128p2 ^0u~gGmn
a !2u0& ~7!

'2~0.5–1! GeV/fm3, ~8!

making 20%–40% of it.~The numerator in this expression
the familiar coefficient of the QCD beta function, withNc
53 andNf53 being the number of colors and relevant fl
vors. It appears because this expression, known as the
anomaly to lowest order, has the same origin as the b
function itself.!

a-

3It is in fact done on the lattice, wherek is the inverse lattice
spacing, typically 2–3 GeV.

4For definiteness, this number had come from the QCD sum ru
which typically correspond to operator normalization atm
51 GeV. The lattice numbers are similar, but normalized at
verse lattice spacing, typicallym52 GeV. Anomalous dimension
of this operator lead to small difference between two normalizati
which we ignore here.
3-2
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Furthermore, for the nucleon one finds that simi
‘‘strange fractions’’ of their masses are of the same mag
tude, e.g.,5

]mN

]ms
5^Nus̄suN&'1.5. ~9!

Putting into linear expansion the strange quark massms
5120–140 MeV one finds that about 1/5 of the nucle
mass comes from the ‘‘strange term.’’

@Although in this paper we cannot go into discussion
why it is the case, let us make a small digression. First of
the reader should not be confused with the fact that on
very small fraction of theenergyof a fast moving nucleon is
due to the strange sea, as experimentally measured par
densities tell us. Such a drastic difference between vector
~or chiral-even! and scalarlike~or chiral-odd! operators is a
very common feature of nonperturbative QCD. Its origin
related to the dominance of the instanton-induced ’t Ho
interaction; see@10#. In short, it happens because topologic
tunneling events should necessarily involveall light fermion
flavors.#

Returning to cosmology, we conclude that due to stra
terms, any variation of quark masses would imply signific
modification of hadronic masses and other properties. It
mains a challenging task for model builders and lattice pr
titioners to establish to what extent theO(ms) part of had-
ronic masses is or is not universal.

In principle, what we would call themost pessimistic sce
nario is possible, in whichLQCD andms enter intoall had-
ronic observables in one combination:

Le f f5LQCD1Kms , ~10!

where K is someuniversalconstant. If such a scenario ha
pens to be true, its time modification can indeed be neut
ized by a change of units, sinceexperiments can only mea
sure dimensionless ratios.

In fact, when lattice practitioners express the obtained
sults in terms of so-called ‘‘physical units,’’6 the dependence
on ms indeed tends to become weaker.

However, at the moment this is just a hint, with an acc
racy not better than, say, 10%, and there is no reaso
expect this scenario to be the case. We mentioned su
pessimistic case provocatively, emphasizing that at the
ment we lack a solid theory which would explain how a

5The reader may find a discussion of the phenomenological s
ation in the first paper from@9#, while the second contains lattic
calculations of this quantity. For reference, their conclusion is t
the ~RHS! of Eq. ~9! is 1.5360.07, with the errors being statistica
only.

6Those units are defined by some nonperturbative observable
as ~i! r-meson mass or~ii ! the string tension, or~iii ! the force
between two pointlike charges at a fixed distance. All of those
measured on the lattice, with whatever quark masses one wan
have, and then put equal to its observable value in the real worlby
decree.
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particular hadronic observable depends onms . In general,
variation of ms alone can noticeably influence strong inte
action parameters, since different quantities in general
pends differently on it. Let us give an example.

One of the most important quantity for astronomical a
laboratory experiments is the magnetic moments of nuc
For example, the ratio of hyperfine splitting to molecul
rotational intervals is proportional toa2g whereg is defined
by the magnetic moment

m5
ge\

2mpc
. ~11!

In zeroth approximation as well as in the most pessimis
scenario discussed above, only one-dimensional param
(LQCD and LQCD1Kms , respectively! exist, so a dimen-
sionlessg factor cannot have any time variation. But, w
repeat, there is no general argument for such approximat
to be accurate. The magnetic moment and the nucleon m
are not directly related to each other at the QCD level,7 and
the dimensionless derivative

ms
N[

]~1/mN!

]ms
~12!

remains unknown even for the proton and neutron, to
nothing about the composite nuclei. If it is not the same
derivative ~9! for the nucleon mass, any time variation
ms /L would induce a variation of the nuclearg factors.

The role of light quark masses is another issue, and a
of magnetic moments related to the contribution of the
called ‘‘pion cloud’’ will be briefly discussed in Sec. XI.

In summary, any dimensionless ratios should be viewed
a function of the ratio

g~ t !5gS ms~ t !

LQCD~ t ! D , ~13!

which for small variations is reduced to partial derivativ
such as mentioned above.

III. ROLE OF LIGHT QUARK MASSES

Unlike the strange quark mass, we have a more s
theory explaining what the effect of a change oflight quark
masses mu ,md relative to that of the strong scale can be. T
main focus of this work is this particular variation, which
the end we will be able to constrain rather well.

u-

t

ch

e
to

7For example, in the nonrelativistic quark model the nucleon m
is approximately 3 times the constituent quark mass, and the q
magnetic moment is given by the ‘‘quark magneton.’’ Howev
even in this model there is also a binding energy and other cor
tions. A constituent quark itself is a complicated composite obje
so one should not expect its magnetic moment to be exactly equ
the Dirac value related to its mass.
3-3
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Since the pion is a Goldstone boson, its mass scales
geometric mean between weak and strong scales8 @11#

mp
2 ;~mu1md!LQCD . ~14!

Therefore the appropriate parameter characterizing the
tive change of the pion mass ratio to the strong scale ca
defined as

dp5dS mp

LQCD
D Y S mp

LQCD
D5

1

2
dS mq

LQCD
D Y S mq

LQCD
D .

~15!

Because the pion mass determines the range of nuc
forces, its modification leads directly to changes in nucl
properties. The main question we would like to study is h
such a change in the pion mass relative to that of other h
rons, described by a nonzerodp , is limited at the cosmologi-
cal time when primordial nucleosynthesis took place.

The first limit on the relative change of quark masses
been put in@6#,

20.1,dS mn2mp

Tn
D,0.02, ~16!

where both numerical values come from the observatio
uncertainty of He4 production, andTn is the freeze-out tem
perature for neutrino-induced weak processes. This effec
however, not very restrictive for the following reasons.

~i! The sensitivity of He4 production to any variation is
itself not very impressive.~Below we will discussd or Li7

yields which may vary by orders of magnitude and is mu
more sensitive.!

~ii ! As correctly explained in@6#, Tn scales as

Tn;v4/3/M P
1/3 ~17!

as a function of weak scale~Higgs VEV! v and Planck mass
while the mn2mp variation is expected to come primaril
from d(md2mu), with a smaller electromagnetic correctio
Therefore, both numerator and denominator in Eq.~16!
mostly reflect the same physics and thus a large portion
the modifications, if they exist, would tend to cancel in th
combination.

IV. CRUDE LIMITS ON SCALE VARIATIONS
AT BBN TIME

Before we come to specifics, let us explain our basic p
losophy in the selection of the observables. To get the m
mal sensitivity, one has to focus on phenomena which m
vary by very large factors. Basically, there are two sour

8The QCD anomalous dimension of the quark mass is cancele
the opposite one of the quark condensate, in the Gell-Ma
Oakes–Renner~GOR! relation: thus quark masses here are me
with the dependence on the normalization point removed. The s
remark should also be made about the term with the strange qu
~We thank T. Dent, who reminded us that this comment is need!
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for that inside the dynamics which drives BBN. One is t
Boltzmann factor, which may at late times reach ten orde
of magnitude or more; the other is theGamow factordue to
Coulomb barriers, which may reach three to four orders
magnitude. So, naturally, production of the heaviest prim
dial nuclides—especially Li7, which is sensitive to both of
those—would be a most promising place to look.

We start, however, with a preliminary discussion of po
sible drastic changes whendp is of the order of several per
cent, and then return to more delicate limits on the sc
variation.

Nucleosynthesis starts with two-nucleon states. Stand
nuclear forces produce one bound state—the deuteronpn
with T50, J51—and a virtual triplet of states—pp, pn,
nn with T51, S5L5J50.

If the pion was lighter at BBN time relative to its prese
value, it leads to better binding. Rather dramatic effe
should have occurred if the virtual states unbound by st
dard nuclear forces were bound.

Specifically, the binding of a(pp) state, with its subse-
quent beta decay into the deuteron, could eliminate free p
tons, in obvious contradiction with observations@12,13#.
Conditions for a binding ofpn and nn states have been
studied in@13,14#. These states may add new paths to n
cleosynthesis.

Note, also, that if the pion was so much heavier than n
that the deuteron gets unbound, no primordial nucleosyn
sis could possibly proceed at all. We will not discuss those
this paper, as they are superseded by modification of
deuteron discussed below.

As the only exception to this rule, we briefly discuss a
other important bottleneck on the way toward heavy n
clides, the absence ofA55 bound states. We have show
below that withdp',20.052 it can be bridged in a modi
fied world.

V. DEFINING THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT
TEMPERATURES OF BBN

As we will argue throughout this work that the most se
sitive parameter in BBN remains the binding energy of t
deuteronuEdu (Ed is negative!, we provide a~very brief!
account of BBN, with emphasis on the role of deuterons.
details of the evolution and the role of all processes involv
the reader should consult appropriate reviews, e.g.,@15,16#.

When the basic reaction producing deuteronsp1n→d
1g is in equilibrium at high enoughT, the density of deu-
terons relative to photons is of the order of

nd

ng
;h2 exp~ uEdu/T!. ~18!

Here h'3310210 is the famous primordial baryon-to
photon ratio. Although it remains unknown what created
and even at which stage of the bing bang it happened,
will assume that it happens early and do not consider
variations.

So the density of deuterium remains negligible small un
the Boltzmann factor~needed for the photons to splitd)
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–
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helps. In particular, when this factor is so large than it c
compensate one of theh, the deuteron fraction may be com
parable to that ofp,n. This condition determines the firs
crucial temperature value, to be denoted byTd :

h exp~ uEdu/Td!;1. ~19!

Note thatTd will be modified below together with the valu
of Ed . At standard BBN parameters it is about 70 keV,
which nd reaches its maximum; see Fig. 1~a!.

What happens afterd reaches this maximum, is significan
reductionof the density ofd ~and other species! due to sev-
eral reactions leading into the best bound light nuclei He4. At
such lowT the equilibrium configuration would wipe out a
of other nuclides. Indeed, an advantage in the binding of4

by more than 20 MeV is that the Boltzmann factor is en
mous.

However, the universe expansion does not allow to re
such equilibrium. Its rate leads to thefinal freeze-outof all
production reactions, the stage when reaction rates and
Hubble expansion rates are comparable. The Hubble
according to one of the Friedman equations for a flat u
verse and zero cosmological constant~not important so early
anyway!, is

H2[~Ṙ/R!25~8p/3!GNe, ~20!

whereGN ande are Newton’s constant and the matter ene
density. Ignoring numerical constants,H;T2/M P , with M P
being the Planck mass, and ignoring theT dependence of the
reaction rate itself,̂ sv&T , one can obtain the freeze-ou
temperature

Tf;1/~hM P^sv&T f!. ~21!

Note how the small parameterh fights with largeM P . For
standard BBN it isTf'35 keV.

VI. HOW VARIATION OF THE DEUTERON BINDING
AFFECTS BBN

Now we can proceed to discussion of howmodificationof
the fundamental interactions would affect the BBN yields

Let us start withthe most pessimistic casewhenboth the
strong scale and quark masses are modifiedidentically, so
that this change can be eliminated from the discussion

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic dependence of the deuterium mass f
tion f d on temperatureT ~MeV!. ~b! Schematic dependence of th
deuterium and He4 mass fractions on the binding energy of th
deuteronEd ~MeV!. The vertical dotted line indicates its exper
mental value,22.2 MeV.
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simply using modified units. In such units all reactions rat
bindings, andTd would be the same as in standard BBN. T
only difference appears in the freeze-out time and temp
ture Tf . The reason is, as we changed the units to adjus
time varying scales, the value of the Planck mass ente
relation ~21! is modified instead.

We can estimate crudely the effect of that modification
follows. At the second stage of BBN,Td,T,Tf , a decrease
of d and Li7 is roughly power like:

f d,Li
7 ;T2a, a56 –7. ~22!

The fall is by about two orders of magnitude. Using th
trend we conclude that modification of their yields within
factor of 2~the magnitude of current error bars! corresponds
to a certain change inTf , which implies the following limits
on variation of the strong scale~relative to gravity!:

S d~LQCD /M P!

~LQCD /M P! D,0.1. ~23!

We now switch to a discussion of therelative change be-
tween quark masses and hadronic scale, leading to modi
tion of the pion-induced forces and, consequently, of the d
teron binding energy. We will look at modification ofTd ,
which is so important for BBN final observable yields.

A qualitative dependence of the yields of different spec
on the magnitude of the deuteron binding is schematic
shown in Fig. 1~b!. As Td is allowed to vary, the first thing to
note is that there exists anoptimumfor d production corre-
sponding to the case when two crucial temperatures are c
to each other:

Tf'Td . ~24!

It is easy to see from the expressions given above tha
happens if the deuteron binding is aroundEd'21 MeV
and its fraction reaches at this time about a percent leve

When the value ofTd reduces further, so that the relatio
between the two temperatures is inverted andTf becomes
smaller than Td , the stage at which d and other light nucl
are ‘‘eaten’’ by He4 is no longer present. All heavier nu
clides, t,He3, He4, etc., reach their final yields from below
basically tracing the deuteron production. There is no ti
for He4 to grab most of the available neutrons anymore, a
its final yield starts declining@see Fig. 1~b!#. Finally, when
deuterons become nearly unbound, all of the primordial
cleosynthesis is wiped out altogether.

As the data tell us that thed fraction is at the level
1024–1025, BBN happened clearly away from the max
mum. Furthermore, as the He4 fraction is large, we are defi
nitely at the left branch of the curve in Fig. 1~b!. This shows
exponential growth, and thus sensitivity of the results to
variation ofEd andTd can be estimated from its slope, whic
we obtained from@16#. We conclude from this estimate that
change of thed yield by a factor of 2 corresponds to a co
straint on the relative variation of the deuteron binding b

c-
3-5
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S duEdu
uEdu D

d

,0.075. ~25!

VII. FURTHER LIMITATIONS AND THE COULOMB
BARRIERS

Now we can discuss the refinement of the qualitative p
ture described above, in which the absolute change of
strong scale has been eliminated by a change of units,
the only weak effect included has been a quark mass. N
we let the electromagnetic effects come into the game
their simplest and most important~exponential! form. We
mean the Coulomb barriers, described by the well-kno
Gamow factors

f Gamow5
2pe2Z1Z2

v
expS 2

2pe2Z1Z2

v D . ~26!

Herev is the relative velocity, which scales as (T/m)1/2. As
explained above, the relevantT varies in betweenTd andTf .
As the former one is modified, together withEd , the Gamow
factors change accordingly.

For standard BBN we estimated that the product
Gamow factors of reactions leading to Li7 is about
exp(14v0 /v), wherev0 is the unmodified value.9 So, assum-
ing that experimental data on Li7 are restricted within a fac
tor of 2, we see that only a variation of

S udEdu
Ed

D
Li7

,0.1 ~27!

can be tolerated. It leads to a limit ondp comparable to the
one obtained above from the deuteron yield.

VIII. MODIFIED DEUTERON

In this section we try to relate the change of the deute
binding energy,dEd , to modification of the fundamental pa
rameterdp introduced above.

In general, it is a very nontrivial dynamical issue, which
far from being really understood. We have discussed ab
to which extent the QCD vacuum energy~6! and the nucleon
mass~9! depends on the quark masses. Maybe one day s
information will be available from lattice QCD for nuclea
forces as well, but right now we do not have it and have
rely on model-dependent potentials.

Of course, one can identify single-pion exchange forc
Especially for the deuteron channel, those lead to w
known tensor forces producing deuteron quadrupole m
ments. A textbook one-pion exchange corresponds to the
lowing potential:

9We have also checked that this estimate agrees with the resul
@3# of the dependence of its yield ona, which comes from running
a compete BBN code.
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V1p5
f 2

m̃p
2 ~tW1•tW2!~sW 1•]W !~sW 2•]W !

exp~2mpr !

r
, ~28!

wheref 250.08. The pion mass in denominator has a tilde
indicates that this mass has been put there by hand for
malization purposes, and unlike masses in other place
will not have any variations.~It has been put there in order t
cancel the pion mass squared coming from differentiation
the exponent, which we will evaluate first.!

When the variation of the pion mass is sufficiently sma
the variation is simply given in the first order of perturbatio
theory, dEd5^0udVu0&. For any weakly bound state th
wave functionoutside the potential rangecan be approxi-
mated by the simple expression

c0~r !5A k

2p
exp~2kr !/r , ~29!

where the parameterk is related to the binding energy b
Ed5k2/mN . If we use this expression until the core size, w
can easily evaluate it:

]Ed

]mp
522 f 2

k

mp
F2ln

1

~2k1mp!r 0
2

mp

2k1mp
G'20.05.

~30!

We therefore get, from these terms,

duEdu
uEdu

'3dp . ~31!

The sign tells us that reducing the pion mass we reduce
binding: this counterintuitive result comes from themp

2 in
the preexponent.

One more one-pion-exchange term we have ignored is
one in which two derivatives act on 1/r : this leads to the
delta function. Naively it does not contribute since atr 50
the wave function is vanishingly small due to the repuls
core. This can be cured by an account of the finite size of
nucleon.

However, the main problem with the perturbative calcu
tion outlined above is that the one-pion-exchange terms
actually several times smaller compared to the phenome
logical potentials needed to reproduceNN scattering and the
deuteron binding. Furthermore, the phenomenological po
tials which fit scattering andd data actually ascribe most o
the potential to two- and even three-pion exchanges. As
example, we used the well-known work by Hamada a
Johnston@17#, which has the central potential in the deuter
channel in the form of subsequent pion exchanges. We h
only modified the pion mass in the exponents:

V~r !5VcY~x!@11acY~x!1bcY~x!2#, ~32!

Y~x!5
e2x(11dp)

x
, ~33!

by
3-6
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wherex5rm̃p is distance in units ofunmodifiedpion mass,
and ac56, bc521 @17#. The potential also has an infinit
repulsive core with radius 0.4 fm.

We have ignored tensor and spin-orbit potentials as h
ing a minor effect on the deuteron binding, adjusted the ov
all coefficient to have experimental binding energy22.2
MeV. After that, we have modified the pion mass in Eq.~32!,
and calculated the binding energy by solving thes-wave
Schrödinger equation. For the small pion modification w
need, we found a good linear dependence with the follow
coefficient:

duEdu
uEdu

'218dp . ~34!

We have presented these two estimates as reasonablemini-
mal and maximal boundson this derivative. Presumably th
true value is somewhere between 3 and218.

The issue has been discussed in the literature. A gen
discussion of how all nuclear physics would change if qu
masses, the number of flavors, or even the number of co
were modified can be found in@18#. Probably the latest pape
addressing deuteron binding with modern methods is R
@19#. Like us, these authors have shown examples produ
opposite sign of the derivative and conclude that, stric
speaking, neither the magnitude nor even the sign can
definitely obtained at this time. Further extensive lattice a
chiral perturbation theory studies are needed.

If the derivative is small near zero, our arguments lo
their weight. However, it would be very unnatural to obtain
small value of this derivative. The attractive and repuls
parts of the potential have already conspired to obtain
deuteron at the binding edge.One more fine-tuning, exactly
at the physical quark mass values~which does not have an
special meaning from the QCD point of view!, is very un-
likely to happen.

IX. BINDING OF He 5

We now return to the He41n channel mentioned abov
and evaluate which BBN limits on modification of the pio
mass it will produce.

In this channel there is ap3/2 resonance at energy 0.7
MeV. If reduction of the pion mass can make it bound, it w
drastically enhance production of Li. Without bound H5

BBN has to jump overA55, e.g., by a reaction He41t,
which is impaired by the Coulomb barrier as well as by
very low concentration oft.

We now study the sensitivity of He5 binding to modifica-
tions of the nuclear potential. Before we discuss the calc
tions, let us make a couple of qualitative points. First of a
this case is more complicated compared to the deuteron
cause we now discussed very weakly bound states, and s
simple linear dependence ondp is expected. Furthermore, le
us point out an interesting quantum-mechanical distinct
between low-lying levels with zero and nonzero angular m
mentuml. The wave function at larger, outside of the inter-
action range, for the zero-energy level can easily be fo
from the Schro¨dinger equation
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c~r ,E50!;r 2(11 l ). ~35!

In thes-wave equation,l 50, it is unacceptable because su
a wave function is a nonnormalizable solution. In oth
words, keeping exp(2kr) in Eq. ~29! is crucial, no matter
how smallk is. It is no longer so forl 51: the tail of the
wave function in question is now normalizable. In short, f
l .0 the centrifugal barrier keeps particles inside the attr
tive potential, contrary to thel 50 states. This effect make
l .0 states more sensitive to a change of the potential.

We have modeled the potential of the interaction betwe
a neutron and He4 in the following form:

V~r !5Q
11w~r /c!2

exp@~r 2c!/D#11
, ~36!

wherew50.445,D50.327 fm. If c51.01 fm, it is a good
fit to the experimental density distribution in He4 @20#. In the
potential we simply changed it toc51.01 fm11/mp , with
variable pion mass. The depth of the potentialQ has been
tuned to reproduce the position of the above-mentioned re
nance; it gaveQ5232.6 MeV. After that we start changin
the pion mass until this level becomes bound,E50. This
happens at the magnitude of the pion mass modification

dp
He5

.20.052. ~37!

If that would happen at BBN time, the yields of Li would b
dramatically enhanced, by orders of magnitude, contrary
observations.~This is why it is written as an inequality.!

This value can be compared to the natural small para
eter of the virtual He5 level, Eres /V;0.02. The needed shif
is somewhat larger because, in spite of the general argum
given above, its wave function is spread to larger; see Fig. 2.

Note that this limit~37! would become an order of mag
nitude weaker if we base our consideration on the dir
effect of the one-pion exchange, Eq.~28!—see the discussion
in the previous section. For He5 there is an additional sup
pression because the average value of the potential~28! over
a closed 1s shell is zero~the effect, however, appears due
the exchange interaction and correlation corrections!.

As a result, we conclude that the limit from the He5 bind-
ing cannot compete with that from the deuteron modificat
in its importance in BBN.

The next bottleneck, effectively blocking synthesis
heavy elements, is the gap atA58 nuclei, which too readily
decay into two alpha particles. Although we have not inv
tigated this case, we do not expect it to beat the limits rela
to deuteron modification as well.

X. LIMITATIONS FROM OKLO DATA

Finally, let us deviate from our discussion of BBN to
related subject: namely, similar limits following from data o
the natural nuclear reactor in Oklo active about 2 bn ye
ago. The most sensitive phenomenon~used previously for
limits on the variations of the electromagnetica) is the dis-
appearance of certain isotopes~especially Sm149) possessing
a neutron resonance close to zero@21#. Today the lowest
3-7
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resonance energy is onlyE050.097360.0002 eV is larger
compared to its width, so the neutron capture cross sec
s;1/E0

2. The data constrain the ratio of this cross section
the nonresonance one. It therefore implies10 that these data
constrain the variation of the following ratio,d(E0 /E1),
whereE1;1 MeV is a typical single-particle energy scal
which may be viewed as the energy of some one-b
‘‘doorway’’ state.

A generic expression for the level energy in terms of fu
damental parameters of QCD can be written as follows:

Ei5AiLQCD1Bimq1CiaLQCD1Di~mqLQCD!1/21•••,
~38!

whereAi ,Bi ,Ci ,Di are some coefficients. The first term
the basic QCD term, while others are corrections due
quark mass, pions, and electromagnetism. WithoutBi ,Di
terms one can see that in theE0 /E1 ratio the QCD scale
drops out, confirming our general statement above, tha
such kinds of approximations the variation ofLQCD itself
cannot be seen.

The sum is very small forE0, just because we deliberate
picked up the lowest resonance, but~and this is our main

10Of course, under the assumption that thesameresonance was
the lowest one at the time of the Oklo reactor.

FIG. 2. The wave function for zero-energy neutrons in He5 ~ar-
bitrary normalization! versus the distancer, in fm. Note that it is
normalizable, although it does spread to rather larger.
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point! there is no reason to expecteachterm to be especially
small. For example@21# the electromagnetic term is about
MeV.

Let us estimate what variation of the resonance ene
would result from a modification of the pion mass. As we d
above for the deuteron, we assume that the main ef
comes from increase of the radius R of the nuclear poten
well. The energy of the resonancesEi5Eexcitation2Sn con-
sists of the excitation energy of a compound nucleus mi
the neutron separation energySn . This, in turn, is a depth of
the potential wellV minus the neutron Fermi energyeF ,
Sn5V2eF . The latter scales like 1/R2 if the radius of the
well is changed. The kinetic part of the excitation ener
Eexcitation scales in the same way. Adding both, one g
shift of the resonance

dEi52~eF1Eexcitation!
2dR

R
. ~39!

For resonance near zero the combination in brackets is
proximately V;50 MeV. If R55 fm11/mp , then dR/R
52dmp /(Rmp

2 ):

UdEi

Ei
U533108udpu,0.2. ~40!

The RHS above comes from the observational limits claim
in @21#. The resulting limitation on pion modification at tim
'1.8 bn years ago is

dp
Oklo,7*10210. ~41!

Note that the authors of the last work in@21# found also
the nonzero solutiondEi /Ei52160.1. This solution corre-
sponds to the same resonance moved below the thermal
tron energy. In this casedp'2431029. In principle, the
total number of the solutions can be very large since Sm149

nucleus has millions of resonances and each of them
provide two new solutions~thermal neutron energy on th
right tale or left tale of the resonance!. However, these extra
solutions are probably excluded by the measurements of
neutron capture cross-sections for other nuclei since no
nificant changes have been observed there also; see@21#.

As in the cases of the deuteron and He5 binding one may
argue that the limits ondp presented above should be weak
by an order of magnitude since the direct contribution of
one-pion exchange, Eq.~28!, to the energy is small. To
clarify this point it may be useful to perform a numeric
calculation of this contribution to the neutron separation
ergy in Sm150 and He5.

XI. LIMITS FROM ASTROPHYSICAL AND LABORATORY
MEASUREMENTS

Comparison of the atomic H 21 cm~hyperfine! transition
with molecular rotational transitions gave the following lim
its on Y[a2gp @22#: dY/Y5(20.2060.44)31025 for red-
shift z50.2467 anddY/Y5(20.1660.54)31025 for z
50.6847. The second limit corresponds to roughlyt56 bn
years ago.
3-8
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As we have already discussed above, only in themost
pessimistic scenariodo all strong interaction phenomena d
pend on only one parameter, e.g.,Le f f5LQCD1Kms ; its
time variation cannot change dimensionless quantities
the proton magneticg factorgp . If so, the limits given above
are just limits on variation ofa. However, in general there i
no reason to think this to be the case, and one may won
which limits can be put from these data on a cosmolog
variation ofms /LQCD .

Another issue here is a contribution proportional to t
light quark massesmu ,md . Let us first make a qualitative
point, suggesting that their role in magnetic moments is
pected to belarger than in hadronic masses. Hadrons a
surrounded by the so-called ‘‘pion cloud,’’ which have sm
virtual momenta p. Masses depends on it in the for
Ap21mp

2 while magnetic moments havepW 3rW, r being the
distance from the center. Small masses are partly com
sated by larger in the latter but not former case.

Model-dependent estimates support this idea. The ma
tude of the effect varies a lot between models, and as
example we use rather the conservative treatment by
and Sawada@23#. It can be seen as a minimal estimate: th
identified the contribution of small virtual momentap,L by
using form factors;L2/(L21p2), and have shown that
consistent picture forp,n,d and hyperon magnetic momen
emerges if the cutoff isL;mp . Furthermore, this contribu
tion is shown to be basically proportional toL2;mp

2 ;mq .
They found that the cloud contribution is about 1% of t
proton magnetic moment, but 7.3% for the neutron~to be
compared to the 1% level for the masses!.

We conclude that at least due to the pion cloud effect
should expect that the gyromagnetic ratiosg for nuclei have
a term proportional tomlight /LQCD contributing of the order
of several percent. Combining it with the contribution pr
portional toms /LQCD ~which we hope does not exactly con
spire with the effect on masses to cancel completely!, we
expect that the overall effect at the level of 1/10 ofg is of
this origin.

Assuming that it has such a magnitude, that a variation
alpha andmq /LQCD does not conspire to produce observ
zero, and a simplest linear dependence

gp5gp~mq50!S 11q
mq

LQCD
D , ~42!

we may interpret the above-mentioned limits as the follo
ing on variation of this ratio:

UdS mq

LQCD
D Y S mq

LQCD
D U,1024. ~43!

This should be compared with the limit onX
[a2gpme /mp @24# dX/X5(0.761.1)31025 for z51.8.
This limit was interpreted as a limit on variation ofa or
me /mp . It also can be viewed as a limit on variation
mq /LQCD . Although few times weaker (;231024) than
the limit ~43!, it corresponds to a higher redshift.

The limits on variation ofmq /LQCD can also be obtained
from laboratory measurements ofratios of hyperfine split-
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tings. By comparison the rates of two clocks based on d
ferent atoms, say, H and Hg1 @25#, we compare11 g factors of
quite different nuclei@26#. In terms of the standard she
model description, this gives the ratio of proton and neut
spin g factors. Other examples, such as using the hyper
transition in Cs as a frequency standard, would also invo
the orbitalg factor, with gl51. In principle, corrections to
the shell model include ‘‘exchange currents’’ which also o
tribute to magnetic moments. All of the above may ha
different dependence onmq /LQCD , and we conclude that

d

dt
ln

A1

A2
5K

d

dt
ln

mq

LQCD
, ~44!

where A1 ,A2 are hyperfine structure constants of differe
atoms and whereK, a combination of derivatives~9!, ~12!,
remains unknown but can be as big as 1/10 or even lar
Using such tentative value and H, Cs, and Hg1 measure-
ments@25,27#, we obtain the limit on variation ofmq /LQCD
of about 5310213 per year.

XII. SUMMARY

Combining our strongest limits on the deuteron bindin
from deuteron, Eq.~25!, and Li7, Eq. ~27!, corresponds to
variation of their production by a factor of 2, with a relatio
between modification of the deuteron binding and modifi
tion of the pion mass, Eq.~34!. Both effects suggest abou
the same BBN limit on modification of the pion massrela-
tive to the strong interaction scaleLQCD .

Using Eq.~34! we obtain

udpuBBN,0.005. ~45!

Equation~31! provides a more conservative limit

udpuBBN,0.03, ~46!

and we think the true limit is somewhere in between.
We have investigated other effects, such as binding of H5

or pp,nn,np (S50) states, but found that in these cases
needed pion modification about an order of magnitude lar
~It is expected, since all these states are more loosely bo
than the deuteron.! If ms modification relative to the strong
scale are as large as our limit on light quark modification j
mentioned, it means that the nucleon mass can be mod
within 62 MeV due to the strange term. Note also that o
limit on quark mass modification is stronger than the lim
@6# coming from the proton-neutron mass difference~16!.

We also pointed out significantly weaker limits on asi-
multaneousmodification of the strong scale andmq scale at
the same rate, relative to the gravity scale:

d~LQCD /M P!

~LQCD /M P!
,0.1. ~47!

11Note that this comparison gives limits on variation ofa only
due to relativistic corrections to Hg1.
3-9
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Limits on a variation of the quark mass relative to stro
scale at the 1024 level 3–10 bn years ago follows from ob
servations of distant objects~43!, while at the time 1.8 bn
years ago the Oklo data lead to even better limits, at
1028–1029 level.

Although there is no general relation between variation
weak, strong, and electromagnetic constants, as we men
in the Introduction it is implied by grand unification@5,6#. If
one uses those~2!,~3!, one finds that all our limits on relative
weak and strong modification aremuch more restrictivethan
the corresponding limits on the modification of the elect
magnetica. In the case of astronomical observations,
which variation of the alpha seems to be seen, one may
ther soon find the variation ofg factors or rule out relations
between couplings based on the grand unification idea.

Finally, let us emphasize that our discussion is semiqu
tative in many aspects, and a lot of quantitative work rema
to be done. Theorywise, the most straightforward thing to
is to add modifications directly into the BBN code, and g
more quantitative limits. Although there seems to be no p
ticular problem with the standard BBN at the moment, it
still true that the calculated yields and observations typica
r,

.

,
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.
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,
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.
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differ by one to two standard deviations@15#. Therefore it
seem to be worthwhile to make a global fit to data w
unrestricted modification parameters~like our dp) and see
whether a zero value would or would not be the best one

Another challenge to the theory, probably mostly latti
simulations, is to clarify the issue of the dependence of v
ous hadronic parameters on the strange quark massms , es-
pecially how universal are the derivatives like Eq.~9! for all
hadrons.

Experimental laboratory work and astronomical obser
tions of distant objects can significantly enhance the lim
available today, hopefully with a nonzero effect eventua
observed.
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